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Carey, Bill. **Leave no one behind: Hurricane Katrina and the rescue of the Tulane Hospital. Nashville: Clearbrook Press, 2006.**


Duffy, John. **The Tulane University Medical Center: one hundred and fifty years of medical education. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1984.**

Fink, Sheri. **Five days at Memorial: life and death in a storm-ravaged hospital. New York: Crown, 2013.**


Wilds, John. **Crises, clashes and cures: a century of medicine in New Orleans. New Orleans: Orleans Parish Medical Society, 1978.** - A popular work, illustrated by John Chase. The Matas Library has some of the original artwork on display used in the publishing of this work.

Yospur, Shelagh. **Michael E. DeBakey, M.D.: surgeon, educator, and medical statesman: fifty years of excellence... Baylor College of Medicine, 1998.**

Zelhart, Matthew and Douglas P. Slakey. **Innovation and perseverance, a history of the Tulane University Department of Surgery. New Orleans, Tulane Dept. of Surgery, 2013.**

Many of the books listed are currently out-of-print, but may be available from your local library or from out-of-print booksellers, such as AbeBooks: [http://www.abebooks.com/](http://www.abebooks.com/)

Matas Library Tulane Historical webpage: [http://libguides.tulane.edu/history_medicine/tulanelocalmed](http://libguides.tulane.edu/history_medicine/tulanelocalmed)